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Chapter 2379
“Since I possess the Herculean Primordial Spirit, cultivating will be much easier for me… What more, since
I’ve mastered half of the spirit, my efficiency should also be much higher compared to ordinary cultivators!”
declared Gerald to himself as he sat before the books.

After pondering for a bit, he picked the first book up, titled, ‘The Cosmo-Amorphous Sword Technique’
before starting his cultivation. As he had earlier read, there were a total of seven styles, and the first was
called Skysplit.

Entering an attack stance, Gerald then began materializing a strong aura blade with his essential qi. Though
regular aura blades were formed through the combination of the five elements and Yin Yang energy, the one
Gerald was making made use of the forces from heaven and earth as well.

In the end, all laws returned to one, and some of the world’s energy came from force. With that in mind, when
launching an attack, Gerald had to use the force of his body’s essential qi. In fact, according to the book, not
only would he need to use his body’s force, but Gerald would also have to borrow the forces of heaven and

earth.

By using heaven and earth as the foundation to mobilize the five elements as well as the Yin Yang energy,
Gerald could then use his essential qi to transfer the force into the aurablade, thus completing the power
activation of his whole body. With all that said, once the Skysplit attack that carried the power of heaven and
earth was launched, not even the devil would be able to withstand it!

Moving on to Thirdhell, the second style, it was basically a greater power that utilized the forces of heaven
and earth. By combining the three qis of heaven and earth-diverse, pure, and masculine qi, one would be able
to make the earth tremble and even conquer devils!

The next five styles were similar to the first two, but each of them grew far more advanced and thus, even
stronger. With that in mind, the more Gerald practiced the technique, the more he felt that the sword
technique was immensely sophisticated.



Even so, the Herculean Primordial Spirit was a golden spirit made by a cultivator that contained the essence
of everything in the world, thus it was suitable to be used to stimulate worldly essence. With that in mind,
borrowing the forces of heaven and earth as well as combining all the qis was nothing to Gerald.

After many hours of cultivating, Gerald suddenly opened his eyes and just like that, the forces of heaven and
earth rapidly began converging toward the boy, accumulating within his body and running through all eight
of his meridians!

“Dharmorphous!” roared Gerald, prompting countless aura blades to materialize around him!

After performing the last style, the earth shook and the aura blades turned to face the ground before bolting
downward and burrowing themselves deep underground! With how immense this power was, it wasn’t a
stretch to claim that it was capable of
penetrating the heavens and the earth! Even the Red River’s water was splashing around like crazy at the
moment…!

Gerald hadn’t even launched the full attack yet several explosions had already been triggered! Worried that

the full power of the Dharmorphous would cause the cave to collapse since Gerald could see that the
formation above him was starting to crack again under the Dharmorphous pressure, Gerald quickly withdrew
his attack

Still, after looking at the aftermath, Gerald couldn’t help but feel satisfied as he declared, “I’ve now mastered

the Cosmo-Amorphous Sword Technique!”

Now that he had this powerful sword technique at his disposal, he’d no longer have to worry about being
powerless against other powerful techniques such as the Thunder Sword Technique again. Ryder’s technique
was pretty much incomparable to this.

Regardless, now that he had mastered the first book, Gerald began practicing the Eight Dragon Lock. Since
the technique required one to simultaneously use eight qis, it was understandably difficult to master.
Thankfully, Gerald had the Herculean Primordial Spirit in him, so mastering it was no issue.



In fact, Gerald soon mastered the Golden Blaze Somersault as well!

By the end of the day, all that was left were the two toughest secret techniques. The Thordifusion method,
and the Velement Method… As for why Gerald considered them to be ‘tough,’ it was because though they
complimented each other, they were still two independent techniques.

Aside from that, the profundity of the techniques meant that he couldn’t just rely on his Herculean Primordial
Spirit to master them. Knowing that he’d need to learn them eventually, Gerald quieted his mind before
carefully starting to learn each level.
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